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In the morning time
The sun will rise
And the rain will be just a memory
You can smile
In the warn sun light
Cause you know that your fears
Have gone with the light

Even now
The whole world seems like a brighter place
Now that your tears have all gone
Your eyes will sparkle like a star
To guide you through the times when life is just too
hard

When your feeling down
Just look around
To see if the smile of a friend can be found
It is there
All of your hopes and prayers
Can come true if there is someone special with you

And I know
You will see that you are not alone
All your friends are here with you
The time for sorrow was yesterday
And a new day has begun to show you the way

Even if the rain should come
You will never be alone
If you believe
That you have friend in me
Together we can reach up high
And shine like diamonds in the sky
All your dreams will start to glow

Just like a rainbow
Your heart and your soul
Everything you know
Just like a rainbow

The sun may come
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Ane the sun may go
There are times when you may feel alone
Look inside
It is there you will find
All of the happiness that your life has left behind

Then you'll see
Just how special that your life can be
From now on and evermore
The time for sorrow has past your by
And everything you are will start to shine

Even if the rain should come
You will never be alone
If you believe
That you have a friend in me
Together we can reach up high
And shine like diamonds in the sky
All your dreams will start to glow

Just like a rainbow
Your heart and your soul
Everything you know
Just like a rainbow
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